# F19 Student Teaching Deliverables

Most Student Teachers are in one of these two situations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Also applies to any single setting longer than 16 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 16 Weeks in Single Placement
- 12 Journals across 16 weeks

### 12 - 4 Week Split Placement
- 9 Journals in 12 week placement
- 3 Journals in 4 week placement

### ONLY 12 Weeks in a Single Placement
- 9 Journals across 12 weeks

### 12 - 4 - 4 Week Split Placement: 20 weeks
- 8 Journals in 12 week placement
- 2 Journals in 4 week placement

## PELSB Evidence of Student Teaching

### Cooperating Teacher (CT)
- 3 Observations
- 2 Observations in 12 week placement
- 2 Observations in 4 week placement

### University Supervisor (US)
- 3 Observations
- 2 Observations in 12 week placement
- 2 Observations in 4 week placement

## Student Teacher Journal Entries
- Journal Entry 1
- Journal Entry 2
- Journal Entry 3
- Journal Entry 4
- Journal Entry 5
- Journal Entry 6
- Journal Entry 7
- Journal Entry 8
- Journal Entry 9
- Journal Entry 10
- Journal Entry 11
- Journal Entry 12

## edTPA
- edTPA in 12 week placement
- edTPA in 12 week placement
- edTPA in 12 week placement
- edTPA in 12 week placement
- edTPA in 12 week placement

## Standards Attainment Checklist

## Student Teacher Self Evaluation

## Student Teacher Journal Entries

## edTPA Score Report
- edTPA Score Report
- edTPA Score Report
- edTPA Score Report
- edTPA Score Report
- edTPA Score Report

## A Letter of Rec is required from each University Supervisor.
- A Letter of Rec is only required if an ST has more than one US
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